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Correcting A Monstrous Crime Against Our Country

My friend and legal mentor @shestokas provided this article and spent a bit of time

with me speaking about

2) Dave told me that it's author, Publius Huldah, is one of his most trusted and respected authorities on all things

constitutional. He encouraged me to go slowly with the article, contemplating each point carefully. That's what we're going to

do together, here.

3) What's more, we're going to be build our Constitution reading skills while we're at it. As I started studying, I realized that I

have never grown comfortable with the Constitution's format, in reading it. I get it, but I've not spent much time doing it.

4) Great news! The Internet makes it SO much easier than you might imagine. At this link, you can easily navigate to any

section Publius Huldah (PH) guides us to. You'll also see, we really need to read it in context. Check this out!

https://t.co/8hzqpITWeR

5) Our story begins with Article IV, Section 4., with a clear statement of powers, responsibilities, and hierarchy of holding

elections. If we're going to address this monstrous crime, we need to know exactly what the crime is, and who committed it.

PH points us straight there.

6) The meaning of this is: “The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of

Government….”

The breaching of that guarantee is the monstrous crime we face.

7) We hear it all the time that this or that will destroy our republic. Perhaps we suffer from the boy who cried wolf syndrome,

and can no longer feel the dire, grim reality we face.
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8) When I was on the phone with @shestokas, I asked him about the strategy and tactics of DOING something about all

this. What can we do, we citizens who want to take this seriously? He told me a story about walking through a group of 300

supporters to be a witness in court.

9) After many hours, there was still about 50 or so people standing there, simply to give their support. He was unable to find

words to express the meaning and significance of that. I told him, I understood. We turn right there, now.

10) Listen again to PH, now: "Election fraud strikes at the heart of our Constitutional Republic. Therefore, Congress, the

federal courts and the Executive Branch [i.e., the “United States”] -- That's our list of players:

* Congress

* The Federal Courts

*The Executive Branch

11) "...have the duty, imposed by Article IV, §4, to negate the fraud in order to preserve our republican form of government."

In essence, what we see here is the very first duty of each of these players. They must safeguard the Republic preserving it

for us all, forever.

12) In any endeavor, we must identify resources, match them against the needs of the mission, form a strategy and

establish tactics by which we execute the strategy. The example Dave gave us, people showing up at a federal court in

support of our nation is a perfect one.

13) How do you get 300 people to show up outside a federal court? That's both an informational and an organizational

question. If you already have the resource of hundreds of people who both follow and care, a social media posting can

handle the information challenge.

14) I'm told that letters, emails, and phone calls to seat holders in congress are vastly more impactful than most of us

realize. My understanding is that the tally of where those calling in stand matters to a congressman toward winning

reelection. But let's bump that up.

16) Since I got started volunteering in 2016, I've learned that my telephone and networking skills can be nothing short of

explosive in their impact when applied to a righteous mission. To put this to work, yourself, think in circles. I'll explain.

17) The innermost circle is your ultimate target. In this case your representative in Congress. It is usually, but not always

next to impossible to reach out directly. If you can, then do so! But most of us can't and that's okay. The next circle is

obviously those closest.

18) There is almost always just 1 or maybe 2 people that have complete and unhindered access, and let's say another 5 - 8

that are near that, in varying degrees. You may not get much attention from any of these for two reasons. One, they really

are very, very busy.

19) The second is that they are gatekeepers and they take that job very seriously. They're there for the specific purpose of 

keeping you out. Well, unless! That is, unless your message is both important and timely, and rises to the level that gets you
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put through.

20) The more research you can do on this second circle, the gatekeepers, the more powerful your strategy will grow. What

you're looking for are called "portfolios." Each person has many tasks, but they tend to fall into areas where that person

becomes the inhouse expert.

21) When you find a gatekeeper who's portfolio includes exactly what you're working on, you just found a potential friend

and ally. And also a teacher. To the degree you bond with and are ready to learn, your new friend will teach you the ropes.

Those are treasures.

22) But what if you get nowhere with the gatekeepers? No problem. There is a third circle, often known disparagingly as

"hangers on." People take them for granted, but believe me, they're important. If you really want to know details, catch one

of these people. You'll be amazed.

23) Often lonely, and rarely recognized for all they do, a friendly voice and simple respect get you light years with these true

patriots. On any issue, there are always amazing experts in this third circle. While obviously the easiest to speak to, they

have the least access.

24) Again no matter. It's the issue, the action, the legal or constitutional mandate you're pushing for that matters. When the

mission is that important, internal politics can be overcome and even put to good use.

25) A player in the 3rd circle always has some access to players in the 2nd circle. Having broken in, set up a meeting -

Zoom, Skype, Telephone, or always best when possible, in person. Meetings matter. The world runs on meetings. As an

activist you want a meeting of the minds.

26) Let's return to PH's message, and follow it from the federal, down to the States level. We'll return to the Executive

Branch in just a bit. She tells us: "As shown below, the States also have authority to remedy the election fraud committed in

their State."

27) Her first stop is once again Article IV, Section 4. Now listen to who is NOT allowed to tinker with the process:

* Federal and State Judges

* Federal and State Agencies

Who IS allowed? ONLY

* State Legislatures, or

* Congress

28) I cannot too strongly emphasize how important that is. When these judges and agencies muck about with this, listen 

now... 

 

They 

Must 

Be



Stopped 

 

That is a fantastic mission, and one that any individual can grab hold of. If you have the time and means, go fight!

29) On the other hand, State Legislatures and Congress MUST do their job of safeguarding and protecting our republic. If

you have the time and means, go fight FOR this, and impose your will as a sovereign citizen...

That

They

Do

Their

Job

Time for a coffee break, and I'll be back in a bit...

It is a wonderful cup. Delicious. We pick up again, now...

30) What a wonderful phrase PH pulls out in her next point of study. "...in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may

direct..."

As we've seen, this is both a mandate AND a prohibition. The legislatures MUST do this. It disallows anyone else. The

language sparkles with clarity.

21) Let's talk about arguing for a moment. You're sitting with someone involved in an agency that has gotten their hands

wrongly involved in this monstrosity. Clear statements are so powerful. "You're NOT allowed by the Constitution to do that."

22) The person talks about this, blah, blah, blah, that, the same blather, never addressing your point. Okay. You say, "I

understand you feel all that is important, but the Constitution disallows you to do that. Doing that is a Constitutional crime.

You must stop."

23) Oh the attacks will come now. You're not an attorney. You have no right to say that. You need to leave now. What they

won't do is address the point, of that you can be assured. So, you need to leave a document stating what you have said, of

course keeping a copy yourself.

34) Please understand, I do NOT always recommend such an explosive attack, but you have to be ready to go the distance.

And, believe it or not, that's a HUGE part of why PH went to the effort to write this article, and then command us to STUDY!

35) Can you feel the power of this? Carefully and slowly, you go through PH's entire article, just as we've begun here, and

will continue. You've been told that information is power, and it is. We should focus even more on knowledge and

comprehension as power than we do.

36) The Romans had an amazing concept for the place PH is leading us. It was called Imperium. And what it meant was

that, as a Roman citizen you carried the entire force, might, and mein of the full empire itself, wherever you may be. No

Roman citizen may be mistreated, anywhere.



37) You might stare down a barbarian king and inform him that he may not so much as harm one hair of your head, or he

will face the full power of Rome in retribution. Imperium was the knowledge of that power and the ability to bring it forward in

action.

38) We have the modern word patriotism, but I don't know that we've invested it with that kind of meaning. I don't know if we

can, either. I can tell you that my own patriotism forces me to do the things I do, and that it is my personal version of

imperium. Does that make sense?

Sadly, another interruption, friends. I just got an email, a client needs me right now, so off I go. I will come back, I promise...
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